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PEEL THE SPUDS!

NINE BEAUTIES
VIE FOR QUEEN
OF HOMECOMING

Unexpected Death
Claims Dr. Norton,
Late Pacific Prof

Themed PACIFIC UNDER THE
A life devoted to music ended
BIG TOP, this year's big, exciting
Wednesday. Dr. William W. Nor
Homecoming weekend will get un
ton, long a participant in many of
der way with the judging of house
the musical activities of the Col
decorations next Friday at 4:15
lege of the Pacific, died of a heart
p.m.
attack at 8 p.m. Wednesday morn
Highlighting the myriad events
ing. Although never a regular
will be the selection of the 1960
member of the COP faculty, Dr.
Homecoming Queen. (Right), each
Norton was known around the
candidate can be seen, eagerly
campus for his direction of count
awaiting the tense and exciting
less festivals and concerts.
moment when Dave Parr, Home
On a grant from the Berry foun1 dation,
coming Queen Chairman, will an
an organization under
nounce the winner.
church sponsorship which pro
Procedure for selection of the
motes college music programs,
nine began when COP women's
Homecoming Queen candidates are (left to right): Jill Petersen, Patty Jo Peters, Pam Bentley, Dr. Norton came to the College of
living groups chose candidates to Maries Burke, Lana Roehl, Barbara Rankin, Sandy Underwood, Joan Melvin, and Erlinda Bigornia.
the Pacific in 1951. He retired in
represent them. On October 24, one
1957, when the foundation was dis
representative from each men's
solved.
,
living group made the final candi
Born in Elmira, New York in
date selection.
1881, Norton attended the Univers
Monday, October 31, the final
ity of Minnesota, earning an A.B.
ists will be judged by five down
degree in 1909. A year later, the
university granted him a masters
town merchants who have been
degree. A Doctor of Music degree
given the arduous task of deciding
was conferred on him in 1936.
who will succeed Joy Rhodes, last
Since then, Dr. Norton's accom
year's Homecoming Queen.
plishments have included organiza
The much awaited announce
tion of both a national choral and
ment of the merchants' choice will
an instrumental festival, heading
not be revealed until Friday eve
the music department at the Unining at the 7 p.m. rally. The other
(Continued on page 8)
(Continued on page 8)
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"Pacific Under The Big Top" Is
Theme For '60 Homecoming Rally

Alpha Kappa Lambda
Sponsors 4th Annual
Morning Breakfast

Next Friday evening, November 4, the Conservatory stage will
All the pancakes, bacon, sau
resemble a three-ring circus, as the College of the Pacific Rally
Committee presents the 1960 Homecoming Rally, "Pacific Under sage, fruit juice, coffee and milk
The Big Top." The Pacific marching band will lead students to you can eat and drink is the fea
the rally at 7:15 p.m. The festivities are set to begin at 7:30 p.m.
tured menu for ALPHA KAPPA
Amidst the colorful sets created
LAMBDA FRATERNITY'S
by Sherry Heakin, the coronation
Fourth Annual "Chuckwagon"
of the 1960 Homecoming Queen
Breakfast TOMORROW from 9
will highlight the evening. The
a.m.
to 1:30 p.m.
nine queen finalists will be seated
on the stage among caricatures The electronic language labora
This College of the Pacific
of circus animals.
tory, recently installed on the fraternity will stage the fundRally Committee entertainment third floor of the Administration raising event in its chapter house
c o - c h a i r m e n , B o n n i e F e r r i n a n d Building, is another of the many at 212 W. Fulton Street.
Sally Storm, promise top-notch examples of the usage of modern
The breakfast has become a
entertainment for the Homecom methods at the College of Pacific.
tradition
in keeping with the
ing Rally. Among Pacific stu The new laboratory is designed to
dents to appear at the rally are aid the language student in ob Western background of the frater
singers Larry Leisure, DeDe t a i n i n g g o o d p r o n u n c i a t i o n a n d nity, according to Dan Hiura of
Armbruster, and Curtis Casey. fluent speaking ability in the Watsonville, president of the chap
Talent from the San Jose State language he is taking.
ter. AKL, founded as the Los
campus also will be presented.
The laboratory contains thirty Amigos Club in 1907 in Berkeley,
The opening and closing pro speaking booths in which each was the first National fraternity
duction numbers of the rally will student hears the language being originating west of Missouri.
feature members of Pacific's so spoken correctly and is able to
In 1955, the Stanford and Uni
rority pledge classes. The choreo compare his own pronunciation
versity
of California AKL organ
graphy for these numbers will be and diction with that of the speak
izations ran a marathon to Pacific
handled by Erlinda Bigornia, with er's. Each booth contains a mi with the charter for Omicron
Linda Agee leading the Covell crophone, earphones, and a tape
recorder. The booths are sound chapter, the First National on the
Hall choir in the orchestra pit.
proof in order that each person COP campus.
A unique feature of the rally
Local merchants have donated
may hear himself more clearly.
will be the presentation of house
the food for the annual breakfast.
A large control center is situa
songs by each of the Greek living
Ralph Johnson of Campbell, vicegroups. These groups will be ted in the front of the room and president of the fraternity, i s
seated in special reserved sections is operated by the use of switches chairman of the event.
the main floor of the conserva and controls. Tapes which the stu
Aiding members in preparation
tory. Freya Fick is handling the dents hear are placed on this
and
serving of food will be the
large
mechanism.
The
operator
of
'Greek Sing" portion of the rally.
this center may hear certain in AKL Mothers Club, headed by
In keeping with the theme, cir- dividuals speaking as there are Mrs. Ralph Johnson of Campbell,
-Us clowns will appear in the ral- dials which are connected to each and wives of alumni.
y. Dave Parr and Del Alberti will booth. This enables the operator
The Chuckwagon Breakfast is
»erve as ringmasters of the Home to know how each person is doing.
open to all COP students and the
coming Rally. Judy Hanshue is
The electronic language labora public. Advance reservations may
Publicity chairman.
tory was a gift to the College of be made by dialing the chapter
After the coronation cere
Pacific by Mrs. Winifred Olson, a house at HO 2-9531. Tickets may
monies, the Pacific band will lead
member of the Board of Trustees, be obtained from any member or
he student body to the Freshman
at the door.
from Turlock, California.
bonfire.

New Language Lab
Installed In COP

60 FALL RUSHEES PLEDGE
FOUR INTERFRAT GROUPS

Preference Day, last Friday, brought to a climax the fall rush
period of the College of the Pacific Interfraternity Council. Sixty
men pledged the four member fraternities, ending the two weeks
of open houses, dress dinners, and handshakes.
Alpha Kappa Lambda pledged'
Harold Gianetti, David McVey,
Edward Tow, and William Wong.
Alpha Kappa Phi (Archania)
received thirteen pledges. They
are: Max Burdick, Joseph Collins,
Professor of applied theology,
Kit Cornett, Richard Corson,
Dave Curtis, Bill Dean, Steve Dr. Georgia Harkness, will be
Hamilton, George Orndoff, Mel featured chapel speaker Tuesday,
Rumwell, Bob Sears, John Seger- November 1. Miss Harkness, no
dell, Tom Starling, and John Todd. ted teacher at the Pacific School
Delta Upsilon claimed thirty- of Religion in Berkeley, will end
four pledges, the largest IFC a series of chapel lectures per
pledge class since the thirty-three taining to the Christian in the
pledges of Rho Lambda Phi in Plauralistic Democracy.
Among Dr. Harkness' many en
the spring of 1958. The D.U.
deavors
in the field of theology
pledges are: John Ball, Gerry
are
her
attendance
as a delegate
(Cont. on Page 2, Col. 3)
to the Third World Conference on
Peace and Order in Lund, Swe
den. Also, she has participated in
the Study Commission of t h e
World Council of Churches and is
Methodist Student Day will be the only female member of the
held on the COP campus tomor American Theological Society.
Dr. Harkness graduated Phi
row, October 29. Sophomores,
juniors, and seniors representing Beta Kappa from Cornell Univer
high schools in the Northern Cali sity and has done further study,
fornia-Nevada Conference of the receiving her MA, MRE, and PhD
Methodist Church will attend. degrees from Boston University.
Last year 712 high school students Besides, she attended Harvard,
were in attendance at this annual Yale, and Union.
Books to the ordained Methodist
event, and an equal number is ex
minister's credit are: The Recov
pected this year.
The purpose of the conference ery of Ideas, Religious Living, and
is to acquaint high school stu Toward Understanding the. Bible.
The doctor has taught at sev
dents with the curriculum at Pa
cific. Talks will be given on ad eral seminaries around the coun
mission requirements, religious try and is famed for her charity
life, the academic program, stu and explicitness in her presenta
dent government, student hous tions regarding theology as it is
ing, and the social program. After related to everyday life.
Pacific's new vice president,
spending the day on campus, all
will complete their picture of col Steve Collins, will be worship
lege life by attending the football leader for the eleven o'clock servgame that evening.

Local Theologian
Speaks A1 Chapel

Methodist Student Day
To Be Held Tomorrow
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EDITORIAL

Last week I wrote an editorial which could not be
. Hop on the Chuckwag-on. Join AKL on Saturday.
printed. It could not be printed because certain events made
this piece of writing seem ridiculous. I am referring to an
editorial praising the administration because they had given
the Inter-fraternity Council the power to handle the disci Dear Mr. Pitman:
plinary problems involving fraternities.
Congratulations on the "Mon
In this article I remarked on how the Inter-fraternity key Business" story by Archie
Council had been very successful in handling the cases which Trammell in the October 14 is
The Honor System at the College of the Pacific is of great im
not only an important story,
had arisen thus far. Because this system was such a suc sue:
portance
to each and every student. It is through the maintenance
but very well written, and a long
cess, I was prepared to commend the administration for way from the verbal bubble gum of the high standards contained in the Honor Code that one. can
encouraging this organization to be formed last semester. which creeps into some college gain a fuller understanding of the necessity for hohesty in one's
daily life.
Fraternity men had hoped that at last there would be a newspapers. There is never any
chance for "criminals" to be judged by their peers. In the question as to what this story is Self-respect, respect for others,"
past both the Dean of Men and the Personnel Committee about; it moves from here to and a truer sense of responsibil
there, and has human interest and ity can be developed in the prac
have had the sole responsibility for this action.
tice of such. To make the Honor
humor that is real.
Now the power of the Inter-fraternity Council has been
Code effective and beneficial, the
DAVID K. BRUNER
dealt a severe blow. A case involving fraternity men was
cooperation of every student and
Saturday is Band Day and COP
Professor
professor is needed.
placed before the Personnel Committee without any con
will be swarming with 400 musi
Department of Sociology
When a student or faculty mem cians from eight nearby high
sultation with the IFC as a whole. The members of the
ber observes what appears to be a schools. The participating schools
Inter-fraternity Council had been led to believe that they
t
violation of the Honor Code, it is are Tennyson (Hayward), Liberty
would handle all cases involving fraternity men. Is the IFC We Goofed!
their obligation to offer a warning (Brentwood), Calaveras (San An
to be trusted to handle all fraternity matters or is it merely ill last week's article about the to the person. This warning is dreas), Linden, Gustine, St.
designed to take the burden of administering minor offenses Student Union, a mistake was necessary to prevent a suspected Mary's (Stockton), lone, and Tra
off the back of the Administration? This is the question made in that the fact was given violation from developing into an cy.
Highlight of the day will be the
to the Pacific Weekly that the obvious one. If it appears that
running through my mind at this moment.

Letter To The Editor

Pacific Honor Code Necesitates
Individual Responsibility Of All

BAND DAY SALUTES
AREA HIGH SCHOOLS

bookstore sells books at cost. the warning has not prevented a half time show at tomorrow
This statement was incorrect.
further violation of the Code, the night's football game. The bands
Books are purchased from pub student or faculty member should will be presented under the di
YOU TOO CAN
lishers at wholesole prices and report the violation in the proper rection of Art Corra, COP's band
MAKE A MOVIE! sold to us by the bookstore at manner, including the person, director. The massed bands will
the recommended retail price, al time, class, and evidence involved. salute the Olympics, the national
Pacific is undergoing a new ex lowing for a 20% margin of prof
If a student finds that he must elections, and the new University
San Joaquin is, for the second perience this semester with the it. However, this "profit" is not
report
the violation, it is advis of the Pacific.
year in a row, supplying the most filming of a thirty-minute sound really profit in the strict sense
able to associate two or three fel
students to the College of the
of the word, for it covers, al l o w s t u d e n t s i f p o s s i b l e . T h e to its fullest advantage.
movie
to
be
produced
and
directed
Pacific with over 25% of the
though not always completely, the
—Kay McMullen
1802 full-time students enrolled by students. The production is in cost of postage and handling in person reporting the violation
may
either
make
his
identity
this semester. Other counties mak its third week with the cast made regard to the books alone.
known to both the Judiciary Com
ing up a large percentage of the up of students and starring Roy
The latter includes ordering, mittee and the accused or just to
student body are: Los Angeles, Ryan.
unpacking, pricing, checking the the Judiciary Committee. It is
11%; Alameda, 11%; and Santa
condition of each book before it not necessary to warn a person
The production adviser will be
Clara, 5%.
is to be sold, shelving, and com
Mr.
Washburn of the Art Depart piling of book lists (last sem before reporting the violation, if
Miss Deering, registrar of the
the violation is obvious and re
college, has announced the new ment with Lloyd Bakan as pro ester's book list was estimated at quires action.
set of enrollment figures for the ducer and director. The film will costing $40). In addition, cashiers
In examinations four violations
fall semester. They are as fol be released after Christmas vaca and clerks must be paid.
Every year many people miss
Although publishers will re-buy can be made. These are: taking having their pictures in the year
lows: freshmen class, 204 men tion through the independent stu
and 293 women, an 18% gain; dios of Premier Production. It a certain number of books within answers from another student,
book—and this year is no excep
sophomores, men 196, women will be previewed on the college a c e r t a i n p e r i o d o f t i m e , t h o s e giving answers to another stu
dent,
using
unauthorized
sources
tion.
In fact a new record is being
221, showing a gain of 10%; jun for two nights and will then make books which cannot be resold to
ior class, 232 men and 178 wo a local TV appearance. From the publisher or to the students for answers during the examina set—after one week of shooting
men, with a gain of 8%; seniors, Stockton the movie will be taken because of change in book list tion, and illegally obtaining test pictures on our regular schedule,
233 men and 158 women, a 2% to the M.G.M. Studio where it are never paid for and are counted questions before the test.
only 1/2 OF THOSE SCHEDULED
Regarding daily assignments,
gain.
at loss by the bookstore unless a
will be previewed on their lot.
for
this period have appeared to
wholesale concern will purchase the use of work other than one's
have
their pictures taken. ONE
own
without
giving
credit
to
the
them at one or two dollars, also
source is a violation. These viola WEEK REMAINS—if you have
a loss.
The important thing to remem tions can be reported by making missed your appointment or orig
ber is that profit, out of which a personal report to the Student inally had no appointment, please
maintenance on the building, etc., Affairs Commissioner or to the come in at your EARLIEST con
must be paid, is made of articles Dean of Men, by the use of the
Rent to try—will apply If you buy
other than books. Since the col forms and boxes which are pro venience. The photographer is
Weekly—Monthly—Quarterly
lege took over the bookstore in vided, or to the faculty member working from 8:30 to 5:00 in the
All Makes—Standard
1959,
the management has en of the particular class who will in Naranjado Office, until Friday,
Portables and Electric Models
deavored to stock those articles turn contact the Student Affairs Nov. 4 Come in and we will do our
Easy "PENNIES A DAY" plan
which will meet all the students' Commissioner.
Open Thursday nights
best to fit you into the schedule.
'til 9:00
needs, as well as some of his
If followed, the Honor Code
Thank you in advance for your
pleasures, without his having to can be extremely beneficial to us,
tyoUWUn
Phone HO 5-5881
go off campus. Prices are kept at the students, and to our college. co-operation.
1
1
4
N
C
a
l
!
f
o
r
n
i
a
[BUSINESS MACHINES
'
St
or below those of stationery To maintain a superior college,
stores on articles applicable to we, the students, must acknow
this category.
ledge the Honor Code and use it

Be Amazed By
Miss Deering

HARAHJADO
PICTURES

Adding Machines & Typewriters
Rentals——
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From Where I Sit

And On Your Left... Corell Hall

By TED OLSON
The most important item of
business discussed In the most
recent Senate meeting was that
of the forthcoming Homecoming
game with San Jose State, and
the non-aggression pact which will
The alarm rudely awakened me from my ecstatic dream and accompany it. This means that
propelled me into a world of disconcerting reality. My groping hand the freshmen who ran around
blindly sought the alarm button, and in one ominous gesture silenced painting the campus orange last
its monotonous hum. I rolled slowly out of bed, glanced at my Friday evening should not do the
clock 7:15, that means I have 45 minutes to shower, get dressed same thing down at San Jose.
finish cramming for my picnic-packing exam, and to devour break For one thing, San Jose State has
a school for police (anti-riot
fast. (If I hurry, I MIGHT make it.)
groups of blue sheriffs), and
As I gaze From My Window,' attempting to convince myself these up and coming heros police
that it really is 7:15, other people on campus are already in various the campus down there and
degrees of participation. However, the degree of their participation usually catch anyone who is mo
is directly proportional to the supposed time of day.
lesting their Ivy. It was either
For instance, the clock in the conservatory says it is 11:30 a.m. last year or the year before that
as the sun is already beating down on COP's music hail. Just some Pacific students were am
across the street the clock within the administration building bushed down there and were fin
informs all the night owls who may be passing that it is 3:30 in ger-printed and sold into slavery.
the morning. Above this building the stars are busy shining
In addition to the risk involved
brightly.
in marauding San Jose State,
At the same time, within our spacious library, the Covelites there will be a certain monetary
are busy nervously gathering together their books and papers in expense by the PSA if any dam
order to reach their dorm before curfew.
age is done. This is the essence
Simultaneously, the clock in Bannister anxiously Informs all of the non-aggression pact which
those who are interested that it is REALLY 2:30 In the afternoon will be signed by Mel Slocum and
Giant rain clouds can be seen hovering over this portion of the his counterpart at San Jose. The
campus as the students scurry back and forth to their classes. Mean same is true for any San Jose
while, over ih Fraternity Circle, where, the biannual snow is bringing students who venture onto the
Pacific campus. We do not have
high drifts to each door, it is 7:30 in the evening.
the cop school, but the Stockton
What I have said so far may sound like sheer fantasy to most
police force has dogs which are
of you but, the fact is, that according to COP's system of clocks
capable of tracking down an ant
these different situations could actually be possible. Let us look
walking across a rock. Of course
at some of the situations which can arise from a predicament such
none of the San Jose State stu
as this.
dents are ants this year (the state
It seems that no matter what time you get to your class one is is cracking down on the admis
either 20 minutes early, 10 minutes late, or to your shock, the class sion requirements), but the dogs
is already over. Some of the classes ran anywhere from 20 minutes are also capable of getting human
to an hour and a half. Then there is always the poor individual beings if they have recently had
who happens to have an hour and a half class in the first place. contact with steak. This should
Here at COP he can be compared to Charlie on the N.T.A., so If take care of most of the midnight
you do have such a class, make sure that you do sit by a window guests, and the women officers
So that your roommate can hand you a sandwich every once in should get the rest.
a while.
As I sit here pecking this mes
Due to this dilemma of the clocks, many students have already sage out on my mechanical block
used up their full amount of cuts, and unless the clocks are co of stone over here at the Pacific
ordinated before long there may be an over-abundance of cinch Weekly office, I can also hear
slips this semester. This will give certain instructors a chance to Larry Pitman, our venerable edi
make their courses look harder than what they really are to the tor, reading over the stories
administration. Thus, making them believe that our scholastic which have been turned in by his
standards are being improved and therefore justifying (in their ace reporting staff. I say that I
minds) a tuition increase.
can hear him reading these stories
Teachers themselves are rather disturbed at the existing situa because he is being somewhat
tion. Few of them know when to begin or at what time to end verbal in his comments on t h e
their classes. This is especially bad for the students whose sched material submitted.
ules are crammed with consecutive courses.
No, I cannot repeat Larry's ex
The first couple of days that the clocks were off, I kept telling act words because some copies of
myself that they would be corrected the following day. After a this paper go through the mail
week of patient expectation I was beginning to wonder if this and I think the postmaster would
situation was just my imagination or my inability to correctly tell object. This language is interest
time.
ing to listen to, but I sometimes
Whatever you do, don't go and ask the "higher-ups' about this find myself typing some of the
situation. All they'll do is turn red in the face and say, "Just be words which are pronounced. The
patient, we are doing everthing we can."
implications that I receive from
Speaking of clocks, though, have you even noticed how a woman the comments that I hear, is that
is like a clock? It's not the external surface of its superficial value the ace reporting staff is not ex
that counts, but the important thing is what makes each tick.
actly up to snuff. He has one
When it really comes down to it, the best thing is that we do
attend our classes and that we do receive some benefit from them,
not the fact that the clocks are. a few minutes off, but It sure
would be nice if they were fixed.
Once again I wearily pull down the tattered and torn shade on
(Continued from Page 1)
"From My Window," wind up my alarm clock, and slowly crawl
into bed, convincing myself that well-arranged time is the surest Beckers, Chuck Bender, Ned Bene
dict, Bruce Bettencourt, Mike
mark of a well-arranged mind.
Cusanovich, Ken Dyson, Harold
When I first began writing this column I wished to present Hall, Phil Harris, Ray Heinrich,
humorous, presumably amusing articles on any subject of my choice, Carl Jacobsen, John King, David
and also to use outside articles which I felt would help me to achieve Lewis, Ray McGrath, John Nichthis purpose. I attempted to do this a few weeks ago with an olls, Leonard O'Bryon, Steve
article entitled "The Art of Hello-Saying" by Ed Edwards In COL- Olds, Mike Pence, Mike Porter,
Mike Ramsey, Tony Rishwain,
LAGE (no I didn't spell it wrong) magazine.
Justin Robinson, Steve Saukerson, Dennis Stone, Dan Sullivan,
Connor Sutton, Gary Vaughn,
Beta Beta Beta, the biology club, will hold a meeting on Tuesday, Gene Vaughn, Bob Wilson, Gary
Wyckoff, and Ronald Yep.
Rho Lambda Phi (Rhizomla)
November 1, at 8 p.m. The speaker will be Dr. Edwards who will speak
pledged nine new "boomers." The
°n "Wild Life in Panama." He will accompany his talk with pictures. Rhizite pledges are: Jim Bush,
Mike Empey, Skip Hill, Ivar Kent,
Bill Reed, Lee Rosemeyer, Dan
Everyone is welcome to this meeting.
Silva, Mike Smith, and Dick Staf
ford.

NEW PLEDGES

Rumor has It that their demand for an all-male freshman class
next year was turned down by the Dean of Admissions.

. -.

person on the staff who closely
resembles Clark Kent, but unfor
tunately, the kid is not bullet
proof. Some of the other mem
bers of the staff write with their
brains dangling from the back of
their heads. This is the implica
tion that I receive while listening
to the monologue. If there are
any literate people who wish to
channel their means of expression
by writing for their college news
paper, please drop by and avail
themselves of the Pacific Week
ly's openings instead of writing
stories for Stag magazine. We
need you more than they do.

SENIORS
ON

NOV. 2
Representatives of California State Government
will be on Campus to discuss with Seniors and
Graduate Students employment opportunities in
State service, including the fields of:
Teaching
Accounting
Investigation
Fisheries Biology
Personnel and Employment
Correctional Rehabilitation
Real Estate and Property Management
Forestry and Park Management
Vocational Rehabilitation
Statistical Research
Library Science
Social Work
Insurance
<

MAKE AN APPOINTMENT
NOW
AT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE
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The COP marching band, better
known as the "Swinging 77," un
der the direction of Art Corra
has really "swung" into a busy
schedule for the fall semester
By TED OLSON
including games, parades and
rallies.
Campus life has just about returned to a normal level of chaos
The band kicked off the season
from
the usual frenzy connected with the beginning of classes.
with a show done in colored lights
Social
life is coming to a relatively grinding standstill after the
— hailing the United Crusade.
They also played host to bands party-thronged first few weeks. This may or may not be. a result
men from Lodi, who represented of those memos from the administration in yellow envelopes which
the guest team, Marquette.
appear just about this time of year. Called by some, cinch notices,
On Oct. 1, the band did a Salute called by others any number of unprintable, epithets, these little
to Hawaii—to hail this visiting slips of paper are intended to be the Great Reminder that the days
University. The Redding High between Sunday and Friday count, too. I've heard that they used
School band represented Hawaii. to be. chiseled out on blocks of marble, but this practice has been
The "Swinging 77" will be seen done away with since the campus was moved from Mt. Sinai to
in action again on Homecoming Stockton. (Quite a change!)
weekend. They will play for the
Students react differently to cinch notices depending upon
rally Friday night, the parade their emotional make-up. Some people tear them up before opening
Saturday morning and the game the envelope. This creates an element of surprise, for the student
Saturday night. The theme for never knows for which class or classes he received the notice. Some
the night will be a "Salute to people make paper dolls from them and usually wind up doing this
Broadway."
as a career anyway. There are a great number of students who
On Saturday, Nov. 12, the band save them and enter into great competition as to who will get the
will perform its last half-time greatest number. Awards are given on a semester, yearly, and
show of the season. They will an all-college-sweepstakes basis. The paper on which cinch notices
also play host to one hundred and are printed is much the same quality of another type of paper for
ten bandsmen from Utah State. which there is great demand. Consequently, living groups collect
Credit for the stunts and music these papers and place them in the proper place. There are some
used by the band goes to Phil people who even read them and study more diligently for the course
Harding, who has done a fine or courses for which they received the deficiency slip. As a result
job. Larry Leisure is doing a they pass those classes, but flunk their other classes, and their
great job as this year's Drum parents who received a copy of the cinch notices think that the
Major. During the season the college is a little crazy.
band wil^ perform before some
One evil that is a result of these little periodical reverse diplomas
30,000 people. They are indeed a is that all the. teachers give tests for all their classes on one day.
credit to the College of the Pa (For the sake of safety, I will admit to a slight exaggeration here.)
cific and we hail them the "Swing
The students are forced to study for all these tests the day before,
ing 77" who really "swing!"
since they never find out about the exams until twenty-four hours
before the test is to be given. As a result, every reserve book in
Some of the songs making the the library is out, Stockton is cleaned out of its stock of No-Doze,
rounds now will be popular when parties are. cancelled for that Tuesday night, (or if they are not
Bach, Beethoven and Wagner are cancelled, only 75% of the people attend which causes the party
forgotten—but not before.
to collapse) students are forced to give up Doby Gillis and Peter
Gunh, and one-third of the student body goes blind.
There are two ways of spread
Finally, the big day arrives and the infirmary is thronged. This
ing light: to be the candle, or seems to be a hard way to get out of tests, but some people really
the mirror that reflects it.
get desperate. At least three couples elope, and thirty-seven and
three women enlist, one student dives screaming from the top floor
of their living group, and at least one department head is lynched
sw-rw
from the memorial gate. (Occasionally someone is struck by light
ning, but this has not occurred too often since the move from Mt.
Sinai.) Classrooms are half-filled- with perspiring students, thirty
ism.
per cent of which forgot to bring a pencil. Those who remembered
their pencils plod through an exam that should take two hours

LUL

UJ I

Two Hundred Twenty-five Seek
Elementary Education Credentials

AMAZING

RONSON Wl N D LITE
I* IT'S WINDPROOF!
1> LIGHTS IN A GALE!
LIFETIME WICK!
REMOVABLE BASE

_ for simpler filling!
An outstanding lighter by RONSON
—makers of the world's finest preci
sion lighters!

Open Mondays till 9:00

JEWELERS
2043 PACIFIC AVE.
HO 2-2443

oy Dick mer

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

I
F -

Swing With
Pacific's 77

Pacific s school of elementary education graduates approximate
ly one hundred senior credential candidates each year. Eighty-five
to ninety per cent of them are education majors while the others
are academic majors of English, Art, History, Home Economics,
Physical Education or Speech Therapy. At the present there are
225 upper division students working for their elementary credentials
COP also sponsors a group of
After admission a student is re
150 provisional teachers. These
quired
to take Education 134 in
people are teaching full time but
are not fully accredited and are Methods during the semester
still working toward their degree. prior to practice teaching. In this
This situation is decreasing be course the student is assigned to
cause more and more schools are
only hiring those with their full a teacher and classroom. Here, he
observes the classroom and is en
credentials.
couraged to engage in the class
For freshmen and sophomores room activities. After comple
who are planning to go into ele tion, the student enters a 14 week
mentary education, Dr. Lloyd course of student teaching.
King, professor of education, sug
Student teaching consists of
gests taking Education 100, an
uncredited course that reviews two seven week periods where the
elementary school subjects. He credential candidate works with
also suggests that those who are the teacher of an elementary
weak in Math and American His class. After the first couple of
tory take Math 23 and Frontier weeks each is expected to handle
the classroom alone. After seven
History respectively.
weeks, the student is transferred
To become a candidate, low jun to another school, classroom and
iors should fill out applications in grade. On completion, the in
Dean Jantzen's office. An accumu dividual is ready to become a fully
lative grade average of 2.25 is re credentialed elementary school
quired,
teacher in the grade of his choice.

FIFTY BUCKS
TO2E MONEY FORTH
PEST UOOKlN
COSTUME —
BETTER.61
A DATE
FOR TW
DANCE

because the professor decided to cover every word he said in class,
but the student has to finish the test in forty-five minutes and
stagger to his next class. This is repeated every hour during the
day until the last test has been turned in by the last bewildered
student.
Now the real problems arrive for the instructor. He waited
until the last possible day to give the tests and has to turn in the
notices to the dean's offices by 8:00 the next morning. He now has
about three hundred exams to grade and evaluate in about twelve hrs.
He goes home and divides them among his wife and children. They
then spend an evening rolling dice to determine the grades of. each
paper. With a large family a professor can finish the papers by
one or two in the morning, but the college doesn't pay enough to
support a large family, so the professor usually has to spend the
whole night rolling dice, or throwing darts, or tossing papers off
the roof to get them done by eight in the morning.
Thus the whole campus is somewhat abnormally disturbed the
next day. Students are anxiously waiting the mail to see who will
win the contests, the Administration Building is snowed with cinch
notices to send out, and the faculty is in an advanced state of shell
shock. But there are benefits that are derived from this event.
I cannot think of any, but everybody says there are and who am I
to go against common knowledge?
Note: This column is meant as
may be debatable, but the intention
herein are deliberately exaggerated
to be humorous. DO NOT TAKE
In fact—never take me seriously.

a satire. Whether it is or not
is there. The words contained
in a perhaps hopeless attempt
THIS COLUMN SERIOUSLY!

NOVEMBER ONLY
SPECIAL SAVING ON

EATON'S famous Sheer
WRITING PAPER
— Double Quantity Size —

$J 79
EATON'S

Crystal Sheer
REGULAR $2.19

— On Campus For You —
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NEWS FROM THE GREEKS

ILPHA KAPPA LAMBDA
DELTA GAMMA
' AKL'S annual Pancake Breakla s are

COUNCIL MEMBERS
CHOSEN FOR FR9SH
the

SOCIAL HAPPENINGS

WOMAN
OF
THE WEEK

By LULU BLACK

r„ "
underway for
I'm so sorry to be so late in re
Freshman council members
{ast will be held Saturday, Octo- 1Q
•mbu Homecoming festivities. Lau were chosen Friday, October 14, turning to school this semester
29
from
9
a.m.
to
1
p.m.
All
ber
retta Wright is chairman of house

brothers will be decked out in
attire to welcome the
multitudes.
AKL'S four new pledges are
David McVey, Harold Gianetti,
Edward Tow, and William Wong.
The men of AKL would like to
extend their thanks to all new
sorority
" pledges
, for their
, , _invita.„
tion to open house last Friday
the

Western

evening

ALPHA KAPPA PHI

Archania is more than proud to
announce that the second annual
S.E. Week was and is a stunning
success. This festive season will
conclude Sunday night. Campus
support was widespread, and
there were even rumors that
there was limited faculty and ad
ministration participation.
After heated discussion and
clear investigation of the issues,
the members of Archania have
decided to endorse Richard M.
Nixon and Henry C. Lodge for the
Presidency and Vice Presidency
of the United States. Members
of the fraternity urge every vot
ing member of the student body
to exercise their privilege of vot
ing, whatever their candidate,
especially if its Nixon.

DELTA DELTA DELTA

This evening, the ladies of TriDelta will attend their long-await
ed house dance. This "girl-askboy" occasion will be a Halloween
costume party at the Skeet and
Bocci Club. Special significance
is attached to the party this year
because a new tradition will be
founded in the form of a "Delta
Dream Man." This man, who was
chosen by secret ballot last night
from a field of six candidates, will
be announced at some time during
the dance. He will be Tri-Delta's
favorite man for the months to
come.
The National Associate Director
of Delta Delta Delta, Mrs. Robert
Stice, has been visiting Tri-Delta
this past week. At dress dinner
last evening, the chapter advisors
and Mrs. Stice were the guests of
honor.
The ladies of Delta Delta Delta
would like to extend their m o s t
sincere congratulations to t h e
fraternities on their new pledge
classes.

LIBRARY LAG?
By TAFFIE NUTTALL

This college needs a larger li
brary! Just a few years ago they
built the one we have now. The
college has grown, but the library
has shrunk. Can you find a place
f° study around nine o'clock in
the evening? No? That is be
cause you are too late. The li
brary is jammed to its capacity
by seven-thirty, and one might as
Weil wait in line just as one does
tor dinner.
Wouldn't it be nice to have a
library like Cal's where there are
rooms for everything? If you do
f°t want to study you can go
lnto a room and listen to jazz,
classical or contemporary music
°n tape. If you desire to read
Purely for pleasure just head
Yourself for the room which con
tains novels only for this purpose.
y°u can study in special rooms,
®nd books of all kinds are at your
fingertips.

Think about it — is it just a
ream library or will it come
true??

decorations and Maries Burke
heads the float committee.
The Delta Gamma alumni chap
ters of Stockton and Sacramento
met at the house for a luncheon
last Saturday, October 22. Follow
ing the luncheon the girls showed
the alums around the house.
Dr.
Burns, uDr
, and Mrs. Robert oums,
r.
and Mrs. Samuel Meyer, Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Betz, Mr. and Mrs.
Herman Saxe, Miss Catherine
Davis, and her secretary, Mrs.
Evelyn Wallis were guests at
Thursday evening's dress dinner.
Plans are in the making for an
alumni luncheon Saturday, October *29

DELTA UPSILON
The Brothers and dates enjoyed
an informal dance in the house
last Sunday night. Also, there
was a reception honoring the new
members of Delta Upsilon imme
diately after preference.
As usual, D.U. will be out in
force at the football game with
all sorts of gay little noisemakers.

KAPPA ALPHA THETA

"Golden Autumn" was the
theme of Kappa Alpha Theta's
very successful house dance held
last Saturday night at the Pump
Room. Thetas and their dates
danced through a wonderland of
frosted white trees guilded with
gold under gold falling leaves set
up by the decoration committee.
The dance climaxed Friday night's
Pledge Presents.
Screen-washing is in store for
Theta's ten new pledges n e x t
Saturday.

BHO LAMBDA PHI

The members of Rhizomia were
proud to welcome their 9 new
pledges last Friday. The activi
ties of the new "Boomers" will
be directed by Pledge King Bob
Crane. This is the last Rhizomia
pledge class, since Rho Lambda
Phi will become Phi Sigma Kappa
in December.

ZETA PHI
Zeta Phi held it's pajama house
dance, "Pillow Talk," last Satur.
day night at the Unitarian Church
on Pacific Avenue. Organized by
general chairman, Judy Shintani,
the event was very successful.
Plans are underway to add
new dining room to the Zeta Phi
house under the direction of Joyce
Williamson. The ladies of Zeta
Phi will be selling Christmas
wrapping paper during the next
few weeks to help raise funds for
long-awaited kitchen facilities.
Zeta Phi would like to thank
the five house members who par
ticipated in the IAWS convention
recently. They were Alberta Maul
er, Nilsine Nilson, Shirley Pylant,
Sally Lemos, and Judy Shintani,

I but my summer job was paying
by officers of the frosh class.
Following are the new council so well that I thought that I would
members: Don Wolfe and Davy ! work for a few more weeks. I unBy LINDA STONE
Nichols, South Hall; Kathy Moo- | derstand that our cute little ol'
ney, Meri Wells, Lenore Eaton, j editor put my picture in the first
Christine Glasson, a graduate
Robin Adams, Joan Welsh, and ! issue so you already know who
student from the University of
Phyllis Brooks, Covell Hall; Mike and what I am.
I understand that social life is Groningen in the Netherlands, is
Zelensky, Bill Rose and J o h n
Gregory, West Hall; and Judy I really great this semester, and Covell Hall's Woman of the Week.
Hallstead and Leona Sarmento, I'm really proud. I am also proud A sociology major, the 23-year-old
of the fact that the boys over at blonde plans to earn a Master's
East Hall.
Archania have elected me S.E. Degree in her subject at Pacific
girl of the year. I do not know before returning to her native
exactly what the job entails, but land.
I'm sure that I can handle it.
At Groningen,- Christine lived
I see where the administration off-campus, as did all the other
BEAMS, a recently organized
has put lights up in the streets students. Dormitories and frater
society, on the Pacific campus,
on campus. I really think that nal living groups do not exist in
held its first meeting Wednesday,
this is a dirty shame. I mean, it Holland. Social activities center
October 12.
really hurts the old social condi around interest groups.
Purpose of the infant group, as tions. I hope the administration
Last year, Christine was secre
discussed at the first meeting, is really knows what it is doing to
tary of the Sociology Students'
to further the student's under the fun we used to have around
Club at her university. She was
standing of current practice and here.
also quite active in the Women
policy in the business world. The
Well, that's all for this week, Students' Association, serving as
name of the society, BEAMS, en fellas—more next Friday.
Yearbook Commissioner of the
compasses the term's business,
organization.
economics, accounting, and mar
Christine is in the United States
keting.
on an International Peace Schol
Auxiliary functions of BEAMS
arship and is also being assisted
are to help interested students to
financially
by the BEO, a nation
become familiar with present
placement opportunities and to
Covell Hall's third annual in al women's society. Her travel ex
gain grater insight into the in stallation of officers and dress penses are being paid by a Fulvestment world.
dinner was held in the hall's bright Travel Grant.
Christine's major interest now
Newly installed society officers dining room on Thursday, Octo
are: A1 Schmidt, president; Mick ber 20, at 6 p.m. Theme of the is observing the way Californians
ey McGrath, 1st vice president; event was "Picture of Success." live. She is amazed, for example,
Arlene Cox, 2nd vice president;
Jean Kenniston gave the invo that women wear tennis shoes to
Jim Brumbaugh, treasurer; Ed cation before the dinner which class.
Reading, art, tennis and basket
Beckwith, controller; Denny Lev- was followed by a piano solo by
ett, chairman of the board; Sandy Connie Neville. Thais Kishi, AWS ball also help to fill Christine's
Genecro, recording secretary; and President, introduced Catherine free time.
Jim Miller, public relations.
Davis, Dean of Women; Mrs. AdMembership is open to all COP kins and Mrs. Wilbur, Covell's Fran White, house manager; Car
students, regardless of academic house mothers; and the new dorm ol Dinkleman, historian; Peggy
major. All interested are invited officers' mothers.
Wilson, AWS representative; and
to contact Professor Martin S. Thais also conducted the in Toni Hammer, WRA representa
G r e e n e , f a c u l t y a d v i s o r f o r t h e stallation ceremony. The new of tive.
group.
ficers are Brenda Robinson, pres Section officers were duly in
ident; Martha Hartan, vice-presi stalled by their respective dorm
Everyone is a moon, and has a dent; Lockey Harvey, judicial officers, and the evening's events
dark side which he never shows chairman; Carol Nourse, secre concluded with the reading of the
to anybody.
tary; Nancy Tennant, treasurer; Covell Officer's Creed.

BEAMS IS INFANT
BUSINESS SOCIETY

Installation Held
In Covell Hall

HOWARD «2S. STUDY TOURS
ORIGINAL STUDENT TOUR TO THE PACIFIC
J3th(j4nnua(lQJea/t

HAWAII SKSSION I ORIENT STUDY TOUR
6 UNIVERSITY CREDITS AVAILABLE
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82 Days • . .
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I

Tax I

Earn up to 6 credits at University of Hawaii
summer session while enjoying full summer of
fun and sun at Walklki. Tour price Includes: Outbound by ship, return to West Coast by jet eirplane, campus dormitory accommodations, and
most extensive Itinerary of parties, dinners,
entertainment, sightseeing, sailing, beach actlvIties, plus all necessary tour services. Roundtrlp
steamship and apartment residence at Walklki
available at adjusted tour rate.
• m
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Earn 6 university credits while enjoying the
Orient. All inclusive price covers five countries,
roundtrlp steamship, and all first class services
ashore-very best hotels, all meals, sightseeing,
H inland sea cruise, tips and most extensive
schedule of parties, special dinners, entertaln• ment, social events, plus all necessary tour
• services. Arranged by J. 0. Howard who visits

Bfl

1892 I

Hawaii program above combined with 21 days
on Japan field study course of 3 university
credits. Japan tour includes roundtrlp jet travel
from West Coast, and all first class and deluxe
services ashor-very best hotels, all meals, tips
and sightseeing, plus extensive parties, special
dinners, entertainment, and social events as well
as all necessary tour services!

UNIVERSITY CREDIT
Classes Aboard Ship and Ashora

the 0rient as many as three ,imes a year -

I CHOICE OF COURSES —ALL FIELD STUDIES

•
• Humanities . . . . . . . . 3 units
• CooUi e.;....,
o ..
H S0CI3I Sciences
. 3 UflltS
• Oriental Art
t unite
a
An
•
* *
* * • • J unlts
• Oriental Art Appreciation . . . 3 units

MRS. EDITH S. ADKINS
COVELL HALL
HO 6-3581
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A Very Light Touch
In Physical Education
Fencing is a sport that is in
the background of the Pacific ath
letic program, but College of the
Pacific does offer such a course
under the supervision of Miss
Elizabeth Matson, professor of
physical education and recreation.
The class consists of upper divi
sion students who wish to learn
more about the art of fencing.
Fencing involves great skill and
quickness of the hands, rather
than brute force.
The students are well protected,
and injuries are infrequent. They
are protected with a head mask,
a vest, and wrist guards. Their
aim is not to injure the opponent,
but to show their skill and ability
in handling the fencing weapon.
The fencing sword is known as
the foil. Its length is 32 inches
long. On the tip of the foil there
is a rubber nob to further pro
tect against injury.

Rock

"BRAINS
OVER BRAWN"
I broke my back
to get ahead.
Football, track,
baseball, basket
ball. But nobody
noticed me. Then
one weary day I
started wearing
A-lRapierslacks.
Instant success.
Now I'm a con
firmed 6-letter
man. RAPIER,
of course.

4.95 to 6.95

Rafue>U
CONTINENTAL SLACKS

At your tavorite campus shop

^

MEN'S CLOTHIER

2105 PACIFIC AVE.

SPORTS STUFFS

By The Weekly Sports Staff
Their are some things which,'
because of there humiliating na
ture, simply can't be ignored in
definitely. For a year now we
h a v e dutifully struggled w i t h
there and their, its and it's, and
whose and who's. But our heart
hasn't been in it, for we are con
vinced that those who frequent
sports pages and sports places
don't know the difference any
how.
Our proof? It's in the picture
above. This monument to ignor
ance is just inside the south door
of the Gym. Another can be found
around the corner.

pionship Trophy in his BVD's, he
does feel that the current squad
will be full of surprises and fan
excitement.
Ken Stanley will, of course, be
the man to watch when hardcourt
activities start, but reserve one
eye for John Nicholls. If he con
tinues to improve, he may end up
the hottest iron in the Tiger fire.

The ancient sport of parking
and sparking is as dangerous a
sport as ever, reports Miss Rich
ards of the Infirmary. The "Mo
no" toll is at least up to the norm
this year. However, there a r e
more cases of guilty consciences
than there are of actual infec
tions. Everyone with a sore
throat has reason to think it's
Basketball Coach Sweet's crying the disease, it seems. The ques
towels, which are being played tion is, are they bragging, or
up by witty journalists, may be complaining?
misleading. According to Gym
scuttlebutt Sweet is actually as
Nuff Said (Poem?)
pleased as the girl in the MaidenRoses are red,
form ads. Although he isn't
Violets are blue,
dreaming any ridiculous dreams,
The Tigers got beat
like accepting the WCAC Cham
By W. S. U.

BASKETBALL NELL BNBEBWAY
By DEL ALBERTI

With football dominating the current sports scene, many are
unaware of the activities occurring each afternoon in the campus
gymnasium. For the past two weeks, head basketball Coach Van
Sweet has been running his varsity men through daily, two-hour
periods of sweaty practices and drills in preparation for Pacific's
season opener against Sacramento State College on December 3.
Plagued by a small number of
basketball scholarships contribut
Enjoy Life More
ing to a lack of depth, the varsity
basketball team, eleven-men Go Bowling Today
strong, is spending half their
Conducting bowling classes ev
practice time in bolstering the ery Tuesday and Thursday at the
gaps in their weak defense. Stat Pacific Bowl is Miss Doris Meyer,
istics show that last season the assistant professor of physical
Tiger quintet finished last in de education at Pacific.
fense in the torrid West Coast
The class consists of 18 upper
Athletic Conference.
division students. The bowlers
The Tigers will also be playing participate in single and double
their 1960-61 season without Le- t o u r n a m e n t s , b u t t h e r e i s n o
Roy Wright, ace rebound artist, strict competition. The games
who led the nation two seasons in are based on a handicap basis.
a row, percentage-wise, in re
At the present time the bowl
bounds.
ers are in a match game doubles
The team offensively is ade tournament. A small prize i s
quate. They will be a good-shoot given when tournaments are com
ing ball club. Junior, Ken Stan pleted.
ley, who led the Tigers in scoring
Top men bowlers are juniors
last season, will be one of five Ed Gullette, Tom Rothenburg,
returning lettermen. Stanley set a Herb Sanguinetti, and Bill Sansophomore scoring record with a ford, a senior. Top woman bowler
total of 356 points last season. is Barbara Boates. Bette Lowry
Other leading Tiger scorers, San assists Miss Meyer with the class.
dy Bleier and Bobo Leonard, both
seniors, will again pace the Tiger injury. Parr, also a junior, played
cause this season. The Tigers with the freshman team two
were second in the WCAC in of years ago.
fense last year. The other two
Completing the squad are jun
returning lettermen are Gary ior Sam Cardinale and senior
Brinck, senior, and John Nicholls, Brent Leonard. When football
junior.
season ends, Coach Van Sweet ex
Ken Dyson and Ivar Kent are pects four of the gridders to join
playing their first season with the the basketball squad. These ad
varsity. Kent, recipient of the out ditions will include Herman Urenstanding freshman basketball da, Jack Sparrow, Terry Marshplayer award, scored an average burn, and Duane Isetti.
of twenty-one points per game for
Coach Van Sweet is working on
the frosh squad last year.
the improvement of the two big
Rollo Parsons and Dave Parr men on the squad, Brent Leonard,
are also vying for varsity berths 6' 8", and John Nicholls, 6' 6".
this season. Parsons, a junior, sat Both players lack experience, al
out last season because of a knee though Nicholls has shown a

SO YOU NEED A HUNTING DOG

By ARCHIE TRAMMELL
Is there such a thing as dog psychology? If so, I'd like to have
a head-shrinker take a look at my dog, Popcorn.
I suppose some wit will say I should let a sleeping dog lie, but
I can't just ignore a thing like this. Popcorn is a coward.
A cowardly dog wouldn't be a'"
liability in most families, but thrown out before him by our
with us it's a catastrophe. We are fire or lantern, he has had it.
a togetherness family which likes
Humping and stretching, he
to hunt and fish and camp out, and races back, roots his way into a
so a good watchdog is a necessity. sleeping bag, usually with Bessie
Last year, on a hunting expedi Bell as shown in the picture
tion high in the Sierras — sans above, and there he stays, dog
dog — a mountain lion wandered gedly, till dawn.
into our camp late one rainy
Our wit would say that Pop
night (so help me), lapped up a corn's cowardly actions are a sign
skillet of bacon grease and final that the canine clan is going to
ly scared himself off by upsetting the dogs, but I can't accept that
a gasoline stove. You can im
Traditionally, dogs have been
agine what a splendid show of the most fearless of all the do
whereinhellsagun that sparked! mestic animals. The stories of 12
So, this summer, we adopted ounce Pekinese runts dragging
Popcorn and set out on the first children from burning bedrooms
deer hunt of the season confident and of scrawny terriers attacking
that nights of sleeping with our grizzlies are legend. Like a Boy
boots on and a Winchester at our Scout a dog is supposed to be
trustworthy, loyal, brave, etc.
side were over.
Popcorn isn't, and it's unnerv
However, after three nights at
a secluded camp up in the Cala ing to say the least. Somehow
v e r a s N a t i o n a l F o r e s t , w e a r e seeing a dog run from its own
forced to conclude that Popcorn shadow is like when your mother
comes home with the new baby.
just isn't the outdoor type.
He puts on a good show, Your sense of security is shatter
though. In the daylight hours he ed and a Thomas Wolffian voice
is a regular bear. On hikes he within you cries, "O lost!"
If Popcorn isn't cured soon,
dutifully and fearlessly goes be
fore us clearing the path of such How To Deal With Your Tensions
dangers as chipmunks, lizards, will become the most read book
butterflies, and incidentally, deer. in our library.
Once he even caught and de
voured a ferocious three-inch cat
fish which inhabited a pool where
the children were playing.
This afternoon the College of
And at camp no denizen of the the Pacific water polo team looks
high Sierra is allowed to pene for a continuance of its winning
trate Popcorn's circle of protec streak as they encounter arch ri
tion. (Of course, so far this year val San Jose State at the Tiger
we haven't been attacked by any pool. Game time is set for 4 p.m.
thing larger than a squirrel or
Coach Antilla's crew, which has
more aggressive than a blue-jay.) won four in a row, scored another
But in the evening, the first victory last week by drubing the
time Popcorn goes charging out University of1 California at Davis
to protect us from some fearful 11 to 5. The Tigers seemingly had
creature and sees his own shadow little trouble in defeating the Ag
gies, who appeared outclassed by
marked improvement in early the high-scoring Pacific squad.
Pacing the squad to its eleven
practice. The most promising new
comers to the varsity ranks are point outburst and consequent vic
tory were Conner Sutton, Mike
Ivar Kent and Rollo Parsons.
The winning formula for the Maudsley, and Pat Mealiffe, who
team will be an improved defense, accounted for all of the Pacific
good team spirit, and student sup goals.
In today's encounter, the Tiger
port, according to the head coach.
Coach Van Sweet predicts that poloists will indeed be looking a*
Loyola will be the team to beat the home stands for support at
this season in the WCAC, with this traditional encounter. SpecSt. Mary's and Santa Clara fol
Father to recalcitrant young
lowing. New coaching changes at
San Jose State and the University ster: "How dare you disobey your
of San Francisco will also bring mother! D'you think you're any
improved teams to these schools. better than I am?"

Poloisls Host Spartans
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WELCOME BACK TIGERS
F1FHU
EDITOR

Howard Trekell

REPORTERS
Jack Moynihan, Del Alberti, Archie Trammell,
Harold Gianetti, and John Stellman.

C°,,e£e of Pacific s Memorial Stadium welcomes back its vacationing tenants tomorrow night when
the Bengals meet the invaders from the north, the University of Idaho Vandals. The Tigers, who have
been missing from the local scene for almost a month, will once again be greeted by that scintillating
emotion that only home arouses.
-Photo by Archie TrammeU

1L

VANDALS INVADE PACIFIC

TICUBS SLAP CAL

A determined College of the
Pacific's weary, but well-traveled Tigers, back home after a Pacific freshmen football team
month's disappearance, reappear tomorrow night engaging the Uni upset a stunned University of
versity of Idaho Vandals against the familiar background of Stock' California squad by a 12-0 score
last Friday evening in Pacific
ton's Memorial Stadium. Kickoff time is set for 8:00 p.m.
The Tigers, who have had the "gone fishing" sign up for three Memorial Stadium.
For the Ticubs it was the first
weeks, have managed to win one and lose one, and were also relieved
win of the season. They lost their
by a schedule bye in the two weeks on the road.
The Vandals, who had lost five in a row till last weekend when first game to Fresno State by a
they knocked over the University of Hawaii 14 to 6, are well on 1 3 - 1 2 s c o r e . F o r C a l i t w a s t h e
their way to fashioning a record equal to last year's dismal 1 win second loss, they were also beaten
by USC's frosh 39-6.
and 9 loss slate.
Mike Hair scored both Bengal
In so much as this season is concerned, the lads from Moscow,
Idaho, have lost to Oregon, Washington, Montana, Utah State, and touchdowns. The tallies came on
runs of five and six yards. The
Oregon State in succession.
Idaho, who has two fine, young halfbacks in Ed LaRoche and first counter came in the first
Dawn Fannin, both sophomores, and an outstanding signal-caller quarter, the second in the fourth
and passer in quarterback Sid Vial from Serra High School in San quarter.
Tiger Coach Ken Castles had
Mateo, Calif., may be just hitting their stride with last week's
praise for halfbacks Pete Hicks,
victory.
Coach Jack Myers, who, incidentally, is the main topic of an Russ Pinching, Ted Watkins, and
excellent article in last Sunday's San Francisco Examiner Pictorial tackle Don Shackleford. Hicks
Kevue, will field a squad that should be hungry for a convincing set up the final score by rambling
win after last week's 51 to 12 trouncing at the hands of the Cougars 58 yards with a recovered fum
ble. The fumble was one of four
of Washington State.
Pacific, which belongs to the short end of a seasonal 2-3 win-loss recovered by the alert Tiger de
record, will be attempting to duplicate last year's 28-13 win over fenders.
Next week the Ticubs journey
the Vandals and preserve their series records of never having lost
to Tracy to tangle with inmates
to the Idahoians in the four-game series.
*Note: Next week, the Tigers, hosting San Jose State, will stage of Deuel Institute. The game will
another contest in the 31 year old rivalry and also will be placing start at 2 p.m. and visitors are
not encouraged.
a current six-game Tiger win streak on the line.

Intra-Murals In Battle
For Runner-Up Slot

in the field with a spotless 5-0
mark. This, in turn, is good
enough for a game and a half
lead which, at this stage of the
race, seems to be an insurmount
able lead.
Behind West Hall, D.U., Rhizomia and South Hall are North
Hall at one and three, Archania
at no wins, two losses and Phi

As the Intramural Football Seamoves Into its sixth round of
competition, interest has turned
t0 the battle for the runner-up
spot. Going into this week's
games Delta Upsilon and Rhizomia were in a dead heat for sec°hd place with three win, one loss Delta Chi at 0-3.
Next week's feature contest pits
Records. South Hall was just one
South Hall and Rhizomia against
lump behind at two and two.
It looks as though West Hall's each other on Wednesday. Other
hotly contested 6-0 victory over action includes Delta Upsilon
®®lta Upsilon last week has battling North Hall on Monday
tapped up the 1960 champion and Archania tackling Phi Delta
ship- The West Hall contingent Chi on Tuesday. West Hall has a
remains the only unbeaten squad bye.
s°n

Drop me at the comer, Lancelot!
I must needs change to my
Country Casuals Saxony Classics
Off with this armor and on with more knightly
raiment! Every detail is worthy of a king's ran
som: the celebrated tailoring, the princely blend
of lambswool and Orion acrylic fibers, the superb
shadings and patterns. It is, and must always be,
the unhesitating choice of the man who sets a high
value on his appearance, yet Saxony Classics costs
but a paltry

A WARNING:
Imitators of Country Casuals,
we know you and will foil
your every attempt to fob off
on an unsuspecting public
pinchbeck substitutes for the
genuine article. Our label is
staunchly sewn into every
Country Casuals NaturalShouldered Classics sports
jacket.
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"Y" MOCK ELECTION NOV. 1
Demos Go For
COP SUPPORTS
Kennedy-Johnson NIXON-LODGE

HOMECOMING QUEEN
NAMED ON FRIDAY

(Continued from Page 1)
While space here obviously does
Often times crises face any gov- not permit me to go into full de eight beauties will be honored i
ernment and this is a time of eri tail in explaining why the Young Homecoming Princesses.
sis for the United States of Am Republicans on the COP campus
Throughout the coming week
erica. The issue to be decided on are supporting Nixon and Lodge each girl will be before the public
November 8 is what type of lead
for President and Vice President eye. The Queen and her royal par.
ership the U.S. should have for
in 1960, I would like to give a ty will ride in luxurious convertthe next four years. The students brief, point by point statement of ibles at the Homecoming Parade
at Pacific will have an opportun
the reasons for our trust and sup Saturday morning. Also, the group
ity to make their wishes known at
port of these two men for the will be introduced at the football
the mock election to be held on
highest offices our country offers. game Saturday evening.
campus November 1. The ques
Jill Petersen, first of the royal
There is no man in the history
tion is, "Nixon and Republican
line, hails from Los Gatos and is
of
America
who
has
had
such
a
ism or Kennedy and the Demo
careful preparation as has Vice Tri Delta's representative. An art
cratic way.
President Richard Nixon for car major, Jill is a nineteen year old
Richard M. Nixon has been in rying out the duties of the Presi sophomore.
American politics for a number dency. He has given the Vice
One of Covell Hall's three candiof years and bases his claim of Presidency new significance, new dates is Patty Jo Peters. This
qualification on experience. Jack importance. He helps guide do blonde beauty is a sophomore, ma
Kennedy entered the Congress in mestic policy as a member of the joring in elementary education.
the same year as Nixon so the Cabinet, and foreign policy and
Vying also from Covell Hall is
time of public service is equal defense through the National Se Pam Bently. Pam, a freshman,
between the candidates. Appar curity Council, over which he pre claims Glendale for her home and
ently Nixon refers to his term as sides in the President's absence. is working toward an elementary
Vice President as his experience.
In short, Richard Nixon under teaching credential.
If this is the case he must either stands the responsibilities of
Maries Burke, Delta Gamma's
take a share of the blame for America to the world, and to her brown haired representative, is a
present chaotic world conditions, own citizens. He wants to keep twenty year old junior. Maries is
or admit that Ike made all the our national defenses at such a majoring in elementary education
decisions while the VP sat by as level that "no aggressor can feel and is a past member of Alpha
a n o b s e r v e r . P e r h a p s N i x o n he can launch an attack without Lambda Delta.
chooses to run on the basis of his risking retaliation in return."
McConchie Hall's rep is Lana
trips abroad, in which case I can
Roehl. Dark eyed Lana is a fresh
He
wants
to
continue
every
ef
only say, "Remember South Am
man, majoring in primary educa
erica." Kennedy has served as fort to arrive at disarmament tion. Her affiliations include the
with
inspection.
To
protect
the
chairman of the Senate subcom
COP Rally Committee.
By RICHAKD HARRISON and PHIL GADDY
mittee on Africa and seems to be Free World against Communist
Barbara Rankin, a first year
domination,
he
would
continue
as
well versed in the problems of the
graduate
student, is Manor Hall's
The current action taking place in the Pacific Conservatory seems
continent which will be the key sistance programs wherever ef candidate. A Santa Rosa girl, Bar
to have gone underground for the sake of moral propreity. The down
fective.
He
believes
in
ceaselessly
to the cold war. With all the na
bara graduated from the Univers
stairs production of William Saroyan's "Hello Out There" as well as
tions of Africa becoming indepen working to replace the rule of ity of California last June. Pres
Tennessee William's "Auto-da-Fe'," bring out all the idiosyncracies dent, they must choose a new way terror in the world with the rule
of each of the respective writers.
of law. He believes in creating ently, she is working toward her
of life, communism or democracy.
general secondary credential.
e
The scene is set in the workshop+
As the authority on Africa, Ken v e n g r e a t e r o p p o r t u n i t i e s f o r
Zeta Phi's Homecoming Queen
of the Pacific Players, commonly life of Photofinish, a suspected rap nedy seems to be the qualified one the individual in a free enterprise candidate is Sandy Underwood.
system.
He
wants
the
states
to
known as the "Studio Theatre." ist. Her portrayal is adequate be on international affairs.
assume greater responsibility for This blonde beauty is a fourth year
The little known theatre seems to cause of her seemingly natural
Along
with
the
world
troubles,
matters entrusted to them by our music student. Sandy's affiliations
lend an aura of depression and fu timidity.
America
faces
a
great
number
of
Constitution.
He is against seg include Mu Phi Epsilon, a women's
In the second play, Tennessee
tility which lends a reciprocal in
decisions
to
be
made
during
the
regation
and
discrimination
wher music honorary society.
timacy between the players and William's "Auto-da-Fe'", we find
Red haired Joan Melvin is The'60s—the
Old
Age
Medical
Prob
ever
it
is
found.
the audience.
Suzanne Salbach again in the di
ta's
Queen candidate. Joan is a
lems,
Federal
Aid
to
Education,
Henry Cabot Lodge lends to the
First on the downstairs agenda rector's chair with Charles Smith Civil Rights, etc. These must be
high freshman from Sacramento,
Nixon-Lodge
ticket
the
experi
is "Hello Out There" by William and Sue Case holding down the dealt with and for a moment let's
ence gleaned through 25 years in majoring in speech therapy.
Saroyan, author of such plays as leading roles.
Erlinda Bigornia, a third repre
bring
in
the
Vice
Presidential
his country's service, of which the
The scene is typically William's
"The Cave Dwellers" and "The
sentative
of Covell Hall, is a sen
Candidate,
Lyndon
Johnson,
gen
last eight were spent in that train
Human Comedy." The play, direct in that it occurs within the seamy erally conceded to be the current
ior elementary education major.
ing
ground
for
world
understand
ed by Suzanne Salbach, features French Quarters of New Orleans. authority o n how to get bills ing, the United Nations. He is, Erlinda is a past president of her
Thomas Rothenberg as Photofin Charles Smith depicts a latent through the Senate. Along with
without a doubt, one of the best living group and is currently a Pa
ish and Anne Christenbury as Em homosexual who is torn with feel
this, there will be a Democratic informed men on international cific song girl.
ings
of
guilt
which
stem
from
his
ily Smith.
Senate for the next two years, at affairs ever to hold high office in
The supporting actors are Jack overprotective mother's obsces- least, and who could work better our national government. When
Owen, Jim Gardener, and Diane sion with purity of both mental with it, a Republican President or his name is paired with that of
Brizolara as the irrate husband, and physical functions. The moth a Democratic President? I think Richard Milhouse Nixon, the Re
lynch mob member, and the loose er is portrayed by Sue Case.
publican Party is able to offer a
After seeing this production, we the answer is obvious.
(Continued from Page 1)
wife, respectively.
slate
of candidates unsurpassed in
Jack
Kennedy
is
running
not
as
feel that it will be one of the truly
Tom Rothenberg characterizes outstanding performances of the an individual, but as the head of the nation's history for leader versify of North Dakota for 8
the wandering gambler whose
ship ability and their understand years, touring with the Detroit
the Democratic Party.
school year.
search for his lost luck ends in a
Scandinavian Symphony in 1950.
Student admission to the plays
Why elect Democrats or their ing of the total world situation.
lonely jail cell in Matador, Texas.
and conducting grand opera f°r
It
is
for
these
reasons,
then,
will be 50 cents with student body opposition? Historically the Dem
The part demands from the actor
cards. Curtain time for opening ocrats have stood for a strong that we in the Young Republican nearly two decades. Also, Dr. Nor
a feeling of loneliness and fear
night, Wednesday November 2 will federal government and the Re organization fully support the Re ton conducted the forerunner to
which we hope Tom will be able to
be 8 p.m. Other performances will publicans for a comparatively an publican candidates for President the Chicago Symphony and has
convey on opening night.
be November 3rd and 7th. The Stu a r c h i s t i c p o l i t i c a l c o n t r o l . . . o r and Vice President, and urge you conducted nearly 50 performances
Emily Smith, a lonely waif of dio Theatre entrance is located on lack thereof. The Democrats of to do likewise.
of Handel's "Messiah."
the Texas waste lands, lends the the Stadium Drive side of the Pa
Survivors include a daughter,
this century have produced Wil
ROGER D. RANDALL
only bright part in the unhappy cific Conservatory.
Ruth
Norton Draper, of San An
son, Roosevelt, and Truman. The
President
tonio, Texas; three sons, David LRepublicans have put forth Hoov
College Young Republicans
Norton, of Adrian, Mich.; Willi®111
er, Coolidge, and Harding. In
W. Norton, Jr., of Flint, Mich-'
these times our nation must make
THE IDAHO VANDALS ARE SPUDS
David L. Norton, of San Antonioits moves as a unity, not scattered
Texas;
a sister, Susan Norton, c'
complements. These are the new
"Peel 'em"
Stockton;
and his wife, Eleanor
frontiers that call for leadership
Short
Norton,
of Stockton.
to make the sum of the parts
STOP FOR AFTERGAME EATS
Services will be held privately
greater than the parts themselves.
at the chapel of B. C. Wallace »
I urge everyone to support the
at
Son and interment will be at the
party that can present a solid
Park View Crematorium.
front to the enemies of freedom.

Stimulating Plays Are
Scheduled For Studio Theatre

Sudden Heart Attack
Takes GOP Musician

THE END ZONE
— On Campus For Your Convenience

REMEMBER
TO VOTE!

This is a time for greatness, a Kennedy and Lyndon B. Johnson.
Kid-brother to sister's suitorgreatness that can only be achiev
"She's
upstairs working on he
GEORGE
ORNDOFF
ed through leadership for the
President Pacific Democrats acceptance speech."
'60s. The leadership of John F.

